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Patient-Physician Agreement in Reporting and Prioritizing 
Existing Chronic Conditions

ABSTRACT
PURPOSE In this study, we aimed to assess (1) the agreement between patient 
self-reports and general practitioner (GP) reports of the chronic conditions affect-
ing the patients and (2) the agreement between patients and GPs on health pri-
orities in a primary care setting.

METHOD Patients were recruited in the Parisian area of France by a convenience 
sample of GPs; eligibility criteria required that the GP was the patient’s listed 
primary care provider for at least 12 months. Participants were asked to report 
all the patient’s current chronic conditions by using a previously developed list of 
124 chronic conditions and write a list of up to 3 priority conditions.

RESULTS From April to May 2017, 233 patients were recruited from 16 GP prac-
tices. Agreement between the number of conditions reported by patients and by 
GPs was moderate (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.59, 95% CI, 0.50 to 0.69). 
Agreement between patient self-reports and GP reports of each chronic condition 
ranged from very good (eg, κ = 0.85 for hypothyroidism) to poor (eg, κ = 0.12 
for chronic anxiety disorder). Among the 153 patient-GP pairs for which both the 
patient and GP wrote a priority list, 45 (29.4%) of patients’ first priorities did not 
appear anywhere on the corresponding GPs’ lists, and 19 (12.4%) pairs had no 
matching priority condition.

CONCLUSIONS Agreement between patients and their GPs varied widely depend-
ing on the diseases reported. Low agreement on health priorities suggests a 
need for improvement to ensure better alignment between patient and physician 
perspectives.

Ann Fam Med 2019;17:396-402. https://doi.org/10.1370/afm.2444.

BACKGROUND

The aging of the population and improvement of health care have 
led to increased prevalence of chronic conditions. More than 40% 
of adults in high-income countries have at least 1 chronic condi-

tion.1 Chronic diseases increase health care utilization and health care 
expenditures2-4 and change the nature of care for both physicians and 
patients.5,6 Physicians face challenges of care coordination and prioriti-
zation,7,8 while patients face challenges of navigating through complex 
health care pathways, burden of treatment,6-9 and altered quality of life.10 
To address these new challenges, current research emphasizes that the 
patient’s preferences should be included in the decision-making process11 
and that care should evolve from disease orientation to patient goal orien-
tation.7,12 This increased promotion of patient-centered care may require a 
shift in how physicians engage their patients in care. 

Good communication between patients and physicians is the first step 
in the process of patient involvement in health care.11 In the literature, 
good agreement between patients and physicians may reflect how effec-
tive this communication is.13,14 Good agreement on diagnosis and treat-
ment is associated with higher patient satisfaction and positive health 
outcomes,15 and good agreement about problems is associated with bet-
ter outcomes as perceived by patients.16 Some studies have previously 
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described the level of agreement between patients and 
physicians on patients’ chronic conditions, but little is 
known about the extent to which they agree regarding 
care prioritization, except in very specific fields.17 Most 
published studies focused on agreement about highly 
prevalent diseases17-21 or described patients with a spe-
cific disease17,22,23 or multimorbid patients.24,25 Further-
more, some authors highlighted that such comparisons 
may depend on the health care system.18

In France, the health care system centers on pri-
mary care: patients are encouraged to be listed with a 
general practitioner (GP) of their choice, and GPs are 
supposed to receive all relevant medical reports about 
their patients and coordinate specialist care. Thus, we 
hypothesized that French GPs should have a good 
knowledge of their patients’ diseases but might show 
discrepancies with their patients concerning the priori-
tization of care.

Therefore, we aimed to apply an original method 
inspired by previous studies17,19 by conducting the first 
exploratory study in a French primary care setting and 
focusing on a large range of chronic conditions. In 
our study, we aimed to assess the agreement between 
patient self-reported and GP-reported chronic condi-
tions affecting patients and the agreement between 
patients and GPs on health priorities (ie, the most 
important conditions to manage or care for according 
to patients and GPs).

METHODS
We designed a cross-sectional observational study 
using self-reported questionnaires among patients and 
their GPs in a primary care setting. 

Setting and Participants
The patients were recruited in the Parisian area of 
France by a convenience sample of 16 GPs affiliated 
with the Department of Family Medicine of Paris 
Descartes University. We included patients aged ≥18 
years; the GP had to be listed as patient’s primary care 
provider for ≥12 months. We excluded patients with 
cognitive impairment, visual impairment preventing the 
completion of the questionnaire, or language barrier. 
All patients provided written consent to participate. 
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board CPP Nord Ouest IV (no. 17/29).

Recruitment Procedure
Recruitment took place during a randomly selected 
half-day per week over 4 weeks. During the recruit-
ment half-day, GPs were asked to check the eligibility 
of all scheduled patients and complete the study ques-
tionnaire before starting a consultation with an eligible 

patient by reviewing the patient’s medical record. At 
the end of the consultation, the GP invited the patient 
to participate in the study by giving the patient a con-
sent form, a questionnaire, and a return envelope. The 
questionnaires were anonymous and preidentified with 
a number for each patient-GP pair. The GPs were not 
allowed to change their answers after beginning a con-
sultation and had no access to patients’ answers.

Data Collection
Both the patient and GP questionnaires contained 3 
parts: sociodemographic questions, a list of chronic 
conditions, and an open-ended question about the 
patient’s 3 most important chronic conditions.

Development of a List of Chronic Conditions
We first developed a list of chronic conditions during a 
preliminary study (the complete procedure is detailed 
in Supplemental Figure 1). Briefly, we selected a pre-
liminary list of chronic conditions based on the French 
version of the International Classification of Primary Care, 
2nd Ed.26 We then conducted a 2-stage modified Del-
phi online survey with a network of GPs having exper-
tise in multimorbidity to prioritize items to build con-
sensus for the list.27,28 During the Delphi process, GPs 
were asked to rate 383 conditions on a 9-point scale 
(1 = not relevant at all, 9 = extremely relevant). After 2 
Delphi rounds and in-person meetings, the workgroup 
reached consensus on a list of 124 chronic conditions 
(Supplemental Table 1).

Patient & GP Reports of Patients’ Chronic Conditions
Both the patient and GP questionnaires contained 
the list of the 124 selected conditions presented in 
the same fixed order. We first defined the concept 
of “chronic condition” by using the same wording 
for patients and GPs: “A chronic disease or chronic 
condition is a health condition that requires regular 
health care or monitoring (visits, medications, physi-
cal therapy, monitoring, diet, etc) during 6 months or 
more.”29 Participants were then asked to report all cur-
rent chronic conditions they [patient] or their patient 
[physician] had, with the following instruction: “From 
the list below, please check all your [patient]/all the 
patient’s [physician] chronic health conditions.” At the 
end of the list, the questionnaire proposed 2 additional 
possible responses: “Other” (with dedicated space to 
write free text) and “I do [patient]/The patient does 
[physician] not have any chronic condition.”

Patient and GP Prioritization of Patients’ Chronic 
Conditions
Both patients and physicians were asked to answer the 
same open-ended question about their care prioritiza-
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tion: “Among your [the patient’s] chronic conditions, can 
you tell us which are, in your opinion, the most impor-
tant to manage or care for?” The participants were asked 
to write a priority list of up to 3 chronic conditions and 
to rank them from 1 (most important) to 3.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive data are described with numbers (percent-
ages) for categorical variables and means (SD) or medi-
ans (interquartile range [IQR]) for quantitative variables.

Agreement Between Patient-Reported 
and GP-Reported Chronic Conditions in Patients
For each chronic condition on the list, we calculated 
its prevalence according to patient self-reports and 
GP reports. The free-text answers were reclassified 
independently by 2 researchers (L.P. and S.S.) who 
used existing items on the list when appropriate (eg, 
“cholesterol” was reclassified with the existing item 
“dyslipidemia”) or the category “other condition” 
otherwise. The agreement on the number of chronic 
conditions was assessed by the intraclass correlation 
coefficient (ICC),30 given that the number of condi-
tions was assessed on a continuous scale. Specific 
agreement between patient self-reports and GP reports 
of each chronic condition was assessed by Cohen’s κ 
coefficient,31 given that this outcome was a binary rat-
ing (presence or absence of the disease). The 95% con-
fidence intervals (CIs) were determined by a bootstrap 
method to account for the clustered structure of our 
data (several patients evaluated by the same physician).

Agreement Between Patients and GPs on Health 
Priorities 
Three researchers (A.M., J.P., and S.S.) independently 
classified the conditions in the priority lists by using 
the method described above. To describe the level of 
agreement between patient priorities and GP priorities, 
we first calculated the number (%) of patient-GP pairs 
with no matching chronic condition vs at least 1 match-
ing condition in their priority list and the number (%) 
of patient-GP pairs with the presence of the patient’s 
top priority list in the corresponding GP’s list. We then 
calculated the number (%) of priority chronic condi-
tions reported: only in the patient priority list, only 
in the GP priority list, or in both the patient and GP 
priority lists. For example, for a given patient-GP pair, 
if the patient listed 2 chronic conditions (A and B) and 
if the corresponding GP listed 3 chronic conditions 
(B, C, and D), we considered that 4 priority chronic 
conditions in total had been reported (A, B, C, and D): 
1 condition only in the patient’s priority list (A), 2 only 
in the GP’s priority list (C and D), and 1 in both the 
patient and GP lists (B).

RESULTS
From April to May 2017, 233 patients (75.5% of 
patients who were invited to participate) were 
recruited from a convenience sample of 16 GP prac-
tices. The median age was 59 years (IQR 41.0–72.0), 
and 139 were women (59.7%) (Table 1). Eligible 
patients who were not included in the study were not 
statistically different from those included in terms of 
sex (χ2, P = .52) and age (t test, P = .08). The charac-
teristics of the 16 participating GPs are detailed in 
Supplemental Table 2.

Agreement Between Patient Self-Reports 
and GP Reports of Patients’ Chronic Conditions
The mean number of chronic conditions reported by 
patients and GPs was 3.8 (SD = 3.1) and 3.4 (SD = 2.5), 
respectively. A total of 182 patients (78.1%) reported 
having 2 or more conditions (ie, multimorbidity) vs 184 
(79.0%) according to the GPs. Agreement between the 
number of conditions reported by patients and GPs 
was moderate (ICC 0.59, 95% CI, 0.49 to 0.68). The 3 
most frequently reported conditions by both patients 
and GPs were high blood pressure (34.3% and 38.6%, 
respectively), osteoarthritis (25.3% and 18.0%), and 
chronic anxiety disorder (14.2% and 13.7%) (Table 2).

Agreement between patients and GPs regarding 
each reported chronic condition ranged from very 
good to poor depending on the condition. Accord-
ing to the Altman classification,32 agreement was very 

Table 1. Patient Characteristics (n = 233)

Characteristics Value

Age, median (IQR), y 59 (41.0-72.0)

Female sex, n (%) 139 (59.7)

Marital status,a n (%)

Single, never married 50 (21.5)

Married or domestic partnership 137 (58.8)

Divorced or separated 25 (10.7)

Widowed 15 (6.4)

Level of education,b n (%)

Primary school 10 (4.3)

Secondary school 50 (21.5)

High school graduate 29 (12.4)

Bachelor’s degree 46 (19.7)

Master’s degree or other advanced 
degree beyond a master’s degree 

84 (36.1)

Other 7 (3.0)
Patients with ALD status,c n (%) 87 (37.3)

IQR = interquartile range.

a 6 missing data. 
b 7 missing data.
c ALD status is a French medico-administrative program that refers to a list of 
recognized chronic illnesses (affections de longue durée [ALDs]). Patients with 
ALD status are covered at 100% by the French Social Security for expenditures 
related to their disease.
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good for hypothyroidism (κ = 0.85), good for diabetes 
(κ = 0.70) or high blood pressure (κ = 0.74), moder-
ate for asthma (κ = 0.53) or obesity (κ = 0.45), fair for 
osteoarthritis (κ = 0.36) or eczema (κ = 0.25), and poor 
for chronic anxiety disorder (κ = 0.12) or chronic sleep-
ing disorder (κ = 0.16). The results for the 10 most 
frequent chronic conditions reported by patients are 
detailed in Table 2 and all results are detailed in Sup-
plemental Table 3.

Agreement Between Patients and GPs 
on Health Priorities 
We analyzed 153 patient-GP pairs for which both 
patient and GP wrote a priority list. We collected a 
total of 519 priorities (reported in a patient list, a GP 
list, or both lists), corresponding to 81 distinct chronic 
conditions. A total of 134 (87.6%) patient-GP pairs 
had at least 1 matching priority condition in their lists, 
compared with 19 (12.4%) with no matching prior-
ity condition. For example, 1 patient-GP pair wrote 
exactly the same priority list: “obesity,” “high blood 
pressure,” and “sleep apnea syndrome.” In contrast, the 
following pair was totally discordant given that the 
patient’s list was “allergic rhinitis,” “benign prostatic 
hypertrophy,” and “recurrent herpes,” and the GP’s list 
was “skin cancer,” “dyslipidaemia,” and “osteoarthrosis.” 

The patient’s first priority matched the GP’s first 
priority in 68 (44.4%) patient-GP pairs but was not 
present in 45 (29.4%) of the corresponding GPs’ lists.

Among the 519 priority conditions reported by 
patients or GPs, 157 (30.2%) were present only in the 

patient list, 166 (32.0%) only in the GP list, and 196 
(37.8%) in both lists. The results for the 10 condi-
tions most frequently listed by patients and GPs are in 
Figure 1, and all results are detailed in Supplemental 
Table 4.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we assessed patient-GP agreement on 
patients’ chronic conditions and health priorities. Con-
cerning disease reporting, our findings varied widely 
among the diseases. For example, we found substantial 
agreement between patients and their GPs for high 
blood pressure but not for chronic anxiety disorder. 
Some previous studies19,33 suggested that disease charac-
teristics may affect patient-GP agreement: participants 
might be more likely to agree on severe diseases requir-
ing daily treatment or regular monitoring20 as compared 
with more subjective diseases with no clear diagnostic 
criteria or mild severity. However, GPs might be less 
aware of the diseases for which they are less involved in 
the follow-up: in our study, 6 patients reported having 
macular degeneration, and none of their GPs reported 
this condition, although the condition is known to 
greatly affect quality of life.34 Indeed, in the French 
health care system, ophthalmologists are among the 
specialists that patients can see directly with full cover-
age without having to consult their attending GP first. 
Patients might feel no need to tell their GPs about 
such diseases that are managed mainly by specialists. 
In contrast, we found higher agreement in our study 

Table 2. Agreement Between Patient Self-Reports and General Practitioner (GP) Reports of Patients’ Chronic 
Conditions (n = 233 Patient-GP Pairs)

Chronic  
conditiona

Patient Report 
n (%) 95% CI

GP Report 
N (%) 95% CI

Patient-GP Agreementb
Agreement 

Statistic 
κ (95% CI)

Patient–, 
GP–

Patient+, 
GP–

Patient–, 
GP+

Patient+, 
GP+

High blood pressure 80 (34.3) [28.2-40.4] 90 (38.6) [32.4-44.9] 134 9 19 71 0.74 (0.64-0.85)

Osteoarthritis 59 (25.3) [19.7-30.9] 42 (18.0) [13.1-22.9] 157 34 17 25 0.36 (0.25-0.46)

Chronic anxiety 
disorder

33 (14.2) [9.7-18.7] 32 (13.7) [9.2-18.1] 176 25 24 8 0.12 (0.00-0.30)

Chronic sleeping 
disorder

33 (14.2) [9.7-18.7] 7 (3.0) [0.8-5.2] 197 29 3 4 0.16 (0.00-0.32)

Chronic low-back  
pain

32 (13.7) [9.2-18.1] 29 (12.4) [8.2-16.7] 183 21 18 11 0.26 (0.03-0.42)

Gastroesophageal 
reflux disease or 
chronic gastritis

31 (13.3) [8.9-17.7] 32 (13.7) [9.2-18.1] 186 15 16 16 0.43 (0.29-0.53)

Hearing impairment 
or presbycusis

27 (11.6) [7.5-15.7] 7 (3.0) [0.8-5.2] 205 21 1 6 0.32 (0.03-0.56)

Chronic rhinitis or 
sinusitis

25 (10.7) [6.7-14.7] 17 (7.3) [4.0-10.6] 200 16 8 9 0.37 (0.23-0.51)

Asthma 24 (10.3) [6.4-14.2] 18 (7.8) [4.5-11.2] 203 12 6 12 0.53 (0.35-0.71)

Tobacco use 22 (9.4) [5.7-13.1] 25 (10.7) [6.7-14.7] 201 7 10 15 0.60 (0.46-0.74)

a For clarity, we report only the results for the 10 most prevalent chronic conditions (according to patient self-reports). The results for all chronic conditions are in 
Supplemental Table 4 (http://www.AnnFamMed.org/content/17/5/396/suppl/DC1).
b Symbols indicate whether the GP or patient reported (+) or did not report (–) the condition.
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for high blood pressure, diabetes, and hypothyroidism, 
for which GPs prescribe or renew a regular treatment. 
These results agree with previous studies comparing 
disease reporting between patients and physicians.19

Concerning prioritization of care, our findings are 
globally in line with studies suggesting that patients are 
more likely to prioritize conditions that have conse-
quences on their daily life or that are symptomatic (eg, 
osteoarthritis) as compared with GPs, who are more 
likely to prioritize the prevention of disease complica-
tions or conditions with poor prognosis (eg, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease).24 In our study, GPs 
failed to elicit what matters most to 29.4% of patients, 
which suggests a need for improvement to ensure better 
alignment between patient and GP perspectives. 

Strengths and Limitations
One strength of our study was the use of a large list 
of chronic conditions without restricting eligibility to 
patients with specific diseases. Another strength was 
the use of an open-ended question as a second step 
to compare patient and GP priorities, which allowed 
the participants to use their own words and helped us 
capture the discrepancies between patient and GP per-
spectives with a complementary approach.

Our study had some limitations. First, the study 
was limited by its small sample size and by the GPs 
being a convenience sample of academic GPs and pos-
sibly not representative of all French physicians. The 
proportion of men was higher in our study than in 
the French national cohort,35 as was the proportion of 
group practices. The latter difference is consistent with 
previous studies comparing training GPs and French 
physicians.36 However, the participants might have 
been more motivated and interested in shared deci-
sion making and communication with their patients. 
Second, our recruitment took place in an urban set-
ting, and patients had a high mean level of education. 
Thus, they may be not representative of the French 
population, and a high level of education might have 
improved the patient-GP agreement.33 Easier access to 
specialized care in urban settings might have also led 
to less GP-coordinated care. Third, regarding the list 
of conditions, we used the same list for both physicians 
and patients. Although every effort was made to use 
simple language, we cannot exclude that some patients 
could have considered some wording as “medical jar-
gon.” We tried to minimize this gap, however, by using 
the response category “Other.” Regarding the ranking 
of health priorities, because of no validated question 

Figure 1. Agreement between patients and general practitioners (GPs) on health priorities (n = 153 
patient-GP pairs).

COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GERD = gastroesophageal reflux disease.

Each bar corresponds to a chronic condition. The width of a bar is proportional to the number of patient-GP pairs for which the chronic condition was present in at 
least 1 priority list (for a given patient-GP pair, a given condition could have been reported in the patient list, the GP list, or both lists). For clarity, we plot here only 
the 10 most frequently reported conditions. All results are detailed in Supplemental Table 4 (http://www.AnnFamMed.org/content/17/5/396/suppl/DC1).
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on this topic,25 we chose a pragmatic question focusing 
on the 3 most important conditions. However, physi-
cians and patients may have interpreted the word impor-
tant differently. These potential language gaps37 might 
have underestimated the agreement between patients 
and GPs and could be explored in future studies, 
which should also pay attention to assessing patients’ 
health literacy.38 Indeed, the amount of missing data 
for this question might be related to poor understand-
ing or participants’ difficulty in ranking health prob-
lems, even if it could also be explained by respondent 
burden. Fourth, we may have overestimated patient-GP 
agreement because the GPs completed the question-
naire before a consultation with a patient, whereas 
patients completed the questionnaire after the con-
sultation. Fifth, the discrepancies we report should 
be interpreted carefully because of our small sample 
size. Moreover, we do not know the extent to which 
underreporting of specific chronic conditions by GPs 
corresponds to false-positive patient self-reports (eg, 
misunderstandings by patients regarding a diagnosis) 
or false-negative GP reports (eg, potential inaccuracies 
in the medical record or careless errors).18 However, 
we aimed to assess not whether GPs’ records could be 
considered a criterion standard33 nor the prevalence of 
chronic conditions in France but rather the extent to 
which patients and their GPs agree. Finally, we used 
a forced ranking method, although patients may have 
given equal weight to certain conditions or may have 
weighted the intervals between rankings differently. 
Therefore, all the discordant patient-physician pairs 
should not be interpreted in the same way and might 
have various clinical implications.

Clinical Implications
Health care systems face the challenge of an increasing 
number of people with chronic conditions. Multimor-
bidity is becoming the norm rather than the excep-
tion, with 23% of patients having 2 or more chronic 
conditions.1 Underreporting of chronic conditions may 
have direct clinical implications. From the patient’s 
perspective, having a chronic condition requires effec-
tive self-care and participation.23 Therefore, patients’ 
awareness of their medical condition seems to be criti-
cal for optimal treatment. From the GP’s perspective, 
the inability to identify some conditions (eg, chronic 
anxiety disorder), symptomatic concerns (eg, sleeping 
disorder), or behaviors (eg, tobacco use) may lead to 
inadequate management and suboptimal counseling. 
The substantial poor agreement on health priorities 
might reflect ineffective 2-way communication,17 which 
is a barrier to developing goals in line with patient con-
cerns.7,16 However, our study measured only the extent 
to which patients and physicians shared the same list 

of priorities and did not explicitly measure the impact 
of the identified discrepancies on health outcomes or 
whether physicians are able to identify patients’ main 
concerns.17 The latter question is complementary and 
has been explored in recent studies.25 Therefore, our 
results do not allow us to conclude that patients in dis-
cordant patient-GP pairs received inappropriate or less 
care than they needed. 

Future Research
Our study provides some preliminary results for a small 
French cohort of patients and GPs. Other studies with 
larger sample sizes, however, are needed to provide 
clinically relevant CIs and confirm our results. Future 
research should explore the consequences of poor 
patient-GP agreement on health outcomes. It should 
also focus on how to achieve efficient personalized 
communication adjusted to health literacy and how to 
achieve patient-centered care instead of fragmented 
disease-centered care in the limited time available for 
current GP consultations. Indeed, eliciting patient pref-
erences and prioritizing health problems accordingly 
should be central to every consultation39 to set realistic 
and shared treatment strategies and to achieve mini-
mally disruptive medicine.40

Conclusion
In our study, agreement between patients and their 
GPs varied widely depending on the diseases reported, 
and 29.4% of patients’ first priorities did not appear 
anywhere on the corresponding GPs’ lists. Our find-
ings suggest the need for more patient-centered care 
for patients with various chronic conditions. The pur-
suit of patient-centered care might require a shift in 
how our models of care are designed to help physicians 
and patients build a therapeutic alliance and a better 
partnership. 

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it 
online at http://www.AnnFamMed.org/content/17/5/396.
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